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Biometric Systems Interaction Assessment:
The State of the Art
Ramon Blanco-Gonzalo , Oscar Miguel-Hurtado, Chiara Lunerti , Richard M. Guest , Barbara Corsetti,
Elakkiya Ellavarason, and Raul Sanchez-Reillo

Abstract—The design and implementation of effective and efficient biometric systems presents a series of challenges to information technology (IT) designers to ensure robust performance.
One of the most important factors across biometric systems, aside
from algorithmic matching ability, is the human interaction influence on performance. Changes in biometric system paradigms have
motivated further testing methods, especially within mobile environments, where the interaction with the device has fewer environmental constraints, which may severely affect system performance.
Testing methods involve the need for reflecting on the influence of
user-system interaction on the overall system performance in order
to provide information for design and testing. This paper reflects
on the state of the art of biometric systems interaction assessment,
leading to a comprehensive document of the relevant research and
standards in this area. Furthermore, the current challenges are discussed and thus we provide a roadmap for the future of biometrics
systems interaction research.
Index Terms—Accessibility, biometrics, human-computer interaction (HCI), usability.

I. INTRODUCTION
IOMETRICS is the study of human authentication by their
physical and/or behavioral characteristics. The deployment and everyday usage of computer-based biometric authentication systems (e.g., based on fingerprints, face, or iris features)
has substantially increased over recent years.
Nowadays, biometric recognition is widespread in banking
[1], in automated border control (ABC) systems [2], in home
automation systems and authentication on mobile devices. Since
more and more people are using biometric applications on a daily
basis, it had become appropriate to study biometric systems from
a human-computer interaction (HCI) perspective. This means
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studying how people react to this new technology and understanding which interaction factors may influence the relationship
between user and biometric devices and systems.
Moreover, novel biometric scenarios and devices have also
introduced a range of new issues that require a re-engineering
of conventional methods of implementation, for example, with
new or tailored authentication algorithms with specific devices, sensors, and modalities. Besides conventional biometric modalities, such as fingerprint, face, or iris, the number of
reliable alternative modalities has increased (e.g., gait recognition [3] or knuckle recognition [4]) and many others are
under consideration (e.g., forehead recognition [5] or facial
sketches [6]).
Many of the above-mentioned innovations have been motivated by the use of biometrics within mobile platforms. The
requirement to protect access to mobile devices has grown with
the ubiquity that smartphones, tablets, and laptops have in our
daily lives, in particular, the storage of sensitive data, such as
contacts, emails, and calendars, or making bank transfers and
purchases over the Internet. The inherent mobility of these devices, along with their ever-growing capabilities, render them
the ideal multipurpose computing device, but make it easy for
them to become lost or stolen. Recently, biometrics has been
increasingly used ahead of PIN and password for protecting the
access to smartphones. Biometric systems prevent users from
having to remember passwords and also provide safety against
attacks, such as shoulder surfing [7].
The adoption of biometrics in mobile platforms has also been
driven by presence of capture sensors embedded on the device
itself [8], helping to reduce the cost of the authentication system
deployment. Every mobile device has a microphone to make
phone calls, and this can be used for voice recognition. The majority of devices also contain a camera and a touchscreen that
can be used for face and signature verification, respectively. Recently, mobile devices have incorporated specific fingerprint and
iris sensors allowing the use of fingerprint and iris verification.
As new usage scenarios and, indeed, biometric modalities
evolve, the interaction between the user and the biometric sensor
is potentially modified leading to a possible effect on the performance of the entire system. Traditionally, algorithms have been
the main factor claimed to affect performance rates, but many
other factors also influence successful outcome, such as the environment, biometric sensor quality, and characteristics changes,
within the biometric sample and the user-system interaction [9],
[10].
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This review highlights the most relevant works related to user
interaction on biometrics systems performance as one of the
major influences of performance. This encompasses several factors, such as ergonomics, user acceptance, and efficiency. Poor
user-system interactions usually negatively affect the whole system performance and furthermore might lead to users’ rejection
of the technology. It is therefore necessary to overcome these
concerns by means of good practices in design and biometric
implementations testing. In reviewing this area, we do not focus
explicitly on HCI design considerations. Our review is instead
focused on the analysis of the influence of the user-sensor interaction on the system performance. We do, however, acknowledge that HCI design and sensor interaction are intrinsically
linked and, as such be approached in parallel.
In Section II, a historical review of previous work on the analysis of the interaction between users and biometric systems is
provided. In Section III, we focus on how the recent introduction
of biometrics authentication capabilities into mobile devices has
brought a new range of challenges for implementation, while in
Section IV we review the various national and international standards that exist within the area of biometrics and usability. Finally, in Section V, we discuss the current and future challenges
for research and development in this field.
II. HISTORICAL REVIEW
Several studies in HCI in biometrics were made by the U.S.
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) following the publication of ISO 9241-11:1998 “Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display terminals (VDTs)—
Part 11: Guidance on usability” [11]. ISO 9241-11:1998 explains
how to identify the information necessary to consider when specifying or evaluating usability in terms of measures of user performance and satisfaction. Guidance is given on how to describe
the context of use of a product and the measures of usability in
an explicit way. This standard introduces the terms efficiency,
effectiveness, and satisfaction as metrics of usability and consequently most subsequent research in user-biometric systems
interaction uses these definitions. These three terms have usually been applied to measure the biometric systems’ usability
and are defined by ISO 9241-11:1998 as follows.
1) Effectiveness: “The accuracy and completeness with
which specified users can achieve specified goals in particular environments.”
2) Efficiency: “The resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness of goals achieved.”
3) Satisfaction: “The comfort and acceptability of the work
system to its users and other people affected by its use.”
Even if these metrics are standardized, the way they are calculated could be flexible depending on the tasks and on the biometric system being evaluated.
In this section, the most important works in user-biometric
system interaction are explored. First, by individual modalities:
Fingerprint, face, handwritten signature, and then by multimodal
assessment. Furthermore, we analyze studies on other aspects of
the user interaction with biometric systems: Accessibility and
user acceptance. Finally, we explore the use of frameworks to
evaluate the users influence in biometric system performance.

A. Fingerprint Interaction
The first interaction experiments in biometrics were made
with fingerprint recognition. As fingerprint was the first widely
deployed modality, this was subject to early interaction concerns. The rationale behind these studies was to investigate the
users’ acceptance and perception on biometric recognition systems. For instance, in [12], Heckle et al asked 24 participants
to make online payment presenting their fingerprint along with
their personal data and their credit cards. At the end of the experiment, the 88% of the users rated fingerprints recognition
very beneficial and the 46% of them found it comfortable in this
context of use. Regarding their preference in terms of security,
just the 35% of participants said that using biometric recognition
increases the security. Authors argue that this lack of trust may
depend on still poor understanding of biometric systems.
Moreover, since the appearance of fingerprint recognition in
airports and access control (especially after 2006 with the appearance of the ePassport) the concept of “usability” (“The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction
in a specified context of use”) [11] arouse. Systems were required not only to reduce delays in recognition (leading, for
example, to long queues in airports), but also make the user feel
confident using fingerprint and therefore, potentially boost subsequent performance. As a result, the NIST Visualization and
Usability Group [13] started working in this field in 2005.
In 2006 [14], NIST conducted a study to determine the influence of external factors, such as gender, age, and presence
of feedback on the image quality of fingerprints, as well as the
effect that habituation has on the user’s interaction. In this study,
participants were asked to provide their fingerprints twice a day,
but in the first phase of the experiment, they were not allowed
to view the sample images and were not given any kind of feedback from the system. In the second phase, they received indications from the operator through the user interface and real-time
feedback as to fingerprint sample quality provided. With this information, the participants decided which sample to store (they
were encouraged to provide a sample with a quality score—
NFIQ—of 3 or higher). Outcomes from this study showed that
younger participants provided higher quality prints than older
participants, both in male and female subjects. Women submitted on average 20% poorer quality fingerprint images than men.
Habituation with no feedback caused no effect in the quality of
the images. On the contrary, when the feedback was provided
in the second phase, there were habituation improvements that
resulted in a higher quality of the fingerprints presented and in
fewer attempts.
Further studies on fingerprint and interaction focused on ergonomics: Feedback is highly important, but also users’ comfort when using biometrics. Effective ergonomic systems lead
to higher user’s satisfaction and better biometric samples. In
2007 [15], NIST analyzed anthropometric and ergonomic factors of biometric deployments, specifically to assess the influence of the surface height of the sensor on the quality and the
acquisition time of fingerprint images. Seventy-five NIST employees took part in this study. Each participant donated five
fingerprint images at four different scanner standard heights:
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26 in (work table height), 32 in (desk height), 36 in (counter
height), and 42 in (standing counter height). Efficiency, effectiveness, and user satisfaction assessed following donation. The
results showed that the time to complete the tasks as well as
the quality of the print images was affected by the work surface
height, in particular for the thumbs. At 26 in, it was possible to
collect the images with the highest quality and 36 in provided the
fastest acquisition time. Participants preferred 32 or 36 in work
surface height, while they found a 42-in height uncomfortable
for use.
A further study in 2008 [16], considered fingerprint images
collected from four different scanner angles (0°, 10°, 20°, and
30°), given the same scanner heights from the previous experiment [12]. This study aimed to find the optimum angle to position
the fingerprint scanner in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, and
satisfaction. Results revealed that different angles did not affect
the transaction time (efficiency) and the quality of the fingerprint
images (effectiveness); however, the angle of the scanner can be
adjusted to improve the user satisfaction.
Having performed several laboratory-environment experiments, NIST assessed fingerprint system interaction in operational environments. One of the first attempts was a usability
study to assess the fingerprint capture of 10-print image in an
airport scenario, analyzing the impact of the type of instructional information provided to users (poster, video, and verbal)
on the efficiency, effectiveness, and user’s satisfaction [17]. Efficiency was measured as the time required to complete the 10print scan, the effectiveness as the number of participants who
were unable to complete the task, and the number of errors incurred by those who successfully completed the task. Finally,
satisfaction was measured with a survey after completing the
test. Three hundred participants took part in the experiment receiving instruction in three different formats: poster, verbal instruction, and soundless video. Only 56% of the participants
that received instruction by poster were able to complete the
task successfully. Poster information resulted to be least efficient and effective, while verbal and video instruction performed
equally well. The minimum time required to capture a 10-print
sequence was approximately 30 s. Without an operator to give
assistance, the process took on average from 48 to 64 s, and only
78% of the users completed the task successfully, compared to
98% and average time from 50 to 54 s when assistance was
provided.
Building on these studies, other research groups have carried out interaction experiments using fingerprint recognition in operational environments. In 2010, Fernandez-Saavedra
et al. performed a usability evaluation of commercial solutions
of fingerprint access control [18]. Along with the event logs and
matching results, the user’s interactions were video recorded
with two cameras (upper view and semi-lateral view). The users’
feedback was collected via interviews. Within this study, effectiveness, users’ satisfaction, false reject rate (FRR), and false
accept rate (FAR) were analyzed. The results indicate that the
time spent and the number of errors are higher in the scenarios, where users must place the fingerprint scanners at a different height as the recommended by suppliers (70–75 cm in desk
devices).
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In 2006, Kukula et al. analyzed the ergonomic principles of a
biometric system in order to examine issues related to fingerprint
acquisition [19]. Users interacted with swipe fingerprint sensors
and an interface which provided different messages as feedback
(e.g., “move right” or “move left”). The results showed that the
thumb, pointer/index, and middle fingers had fewer acquisition
problems in comparison with the ring and little fingers of both
hands due to lesser finger dexterity of the lateral fingers.
In 2010, Kukula et al. validated the human biometric sensor interaction (HBSI) model (see Section II-D) by means of
an evaluation of three swipe fingerprint sensors [20]. The authors analyzed the failure to acquire (FTA) (14.38% overall),
with FTD accounting for 30.71% of the overall FTA rate. They
concluded that users cannot always successfully interact with
a swipe fingerprint biometric device, yet algorithm developers
believe that there are few problems or issues with their device
or algorithm, which is indeed a serious concern for biometric
recognition.
Further studies [21]–[23] carried out by NIST aimed to test the
usability of five different contactless fingerprint devices, using
a contact-based fingerprint device as the baseline. Participants
were required to use the devices three times: The first time without instructions, the second, receiving verbal instruction, and
the third, watching a video. Efficiency was measured as the time
required for completing the tasks, effectiveness by task success,
and the quality of captured fingerprints. Finally, satisfaction was
measured through participants’ opinion about the easiness and
the intuitiveness of the devices. In the second and third studies,
participants rated the contactless devices as easier and faster to
use. Conversely, in the first study, participants rated the contact
device as the easier to use and the most intuitive. The authors
argue that this fact is motivated by the lack of intuitiveness of the
contactless device used. Thus, NIST highlighted the necessity
of educating people to properly use contactless scanners.

B. Face System Interaction
An image of the travelers’ face is a common characteristic that
all passports across the globe contain. With the introduction of epassports in 2006, facial verification in border control scenarios
became commonplace. This was followed by a number of largescale facial user interaction studies.
In 2008, NIST made a usability evaluation of a facial biometric
system, which included an initial inspection of the operational
settings in use to identify interaction components and the most
common user interaction mistakes [24]. Based on this, NIST
designed a usability experiment to determine if addressing human factors for face image capture could improve the overall
image quality without introducing additional tasks to the operator. Based on the common user interaction issues, the NIST
usability team analyzed whether improving the face image capture station layout would better assist both the operator and the ,
resulting in better quality face images captured. Three hundred
participants joined the experiment. The results clearly showed
an overall improvement on the quality of the images based on
20 image quality attributes.
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Further facial usability experimentation evaluated how the
use of a face overlay could improve the quality of the captured
face images [25]. Several usability factors were analyzed in this
work: effectiveness (quality of the captured images), efficiency
(task time), user satisfaction, and affordance (a measure of the
intuitiveness of the system). In order to analyze these factors,
facial images were stored for offline quality assessment. About
53.2% of the images were perfectly centered and 45.4% were
partially centered. The face overlay resulted in an easy to use
system, with no impact on the efficiency of the capturing process
and users expressed satisfaction in knowing whether the image
was framed properly.
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Fig. 1. Example of UKPS surveys results, where users were asked about their
concerns when interacting with the iris recognition system [29].

C. Signature System Interaction
In recent years, handwritten signature recognition has been
used increasingly, mostly due to growth in mobile devices: Signing documents is a common action and, in general, people feel
comfortable donating a signature. New scenarios and devices
have brought challenges to designers who have recently started
to test interaction in these systems (further studies on handwritten signature have been made for mobile device implementations and are cited in Section III). Works in this area aim to
improve ergonomics and produce the most appropriate feedback
for users, therefore reducing FTA. One of the first specific works
in this area is the integration of dynamic signature verification
with the HBSI model [26] (see Section II-D). The authors revealed the complexity of the potential interactions according to
the scenario (signing an important contract, in the supermarket,
etc.). Another outcome of this work is a complete mapping of
the HBSI presentation metrics for paper, ink, and virtual inking
devices following their interaction flow charts.
Further experimentation in [27] aimed to assess the enrolment
success rate and the user’s preferences across three different signature input devices with different modes of feedback to the
users. During the experiment, 42 users signed on two common
signature capture devices, showing that users have different preferences among those devices (e.g., 93% of users preferred a device that they successfully enrolled on). This study also showed
that right-handed users are more successful enrolling on all three
of the sensors. Moreover, authors claim that usability issues regarding visual feedback or familiarity may negatively affect the
biometric performance.
D. Testing More Than One Modality
One of the earliest studies conducted by NIST in this line [28]
aimed to create a biometric database with the goal of collecting
10 000 comprehensive sets of biometric samples. For this purpose, a portable biometric workstation was developed consisting
of nine digital cameras for capturing the image of the face from
different angles, two different fingerprint scanners, and an iris
scanner. To analyze the usability, NIST conducted an experiment to assess the time of each biometric capture and whether
the interface facilitated the flow of the workstation. Eight NIST
employees took part in the experiment acting as operators of
three different scenarios, and they were asked to answer a questionnaire at the end of each session. The number of errors and

time needed for each biometric capture decreased through the
sessions, while satisfaction generally increased with the use.
The state of the art in biometric access control systems commonly contains multiple biometric modalities. An increase in
user interaction with multiple biometrics in a single interaction
has led to further research in this area.
Border controls/passports featuring biometric technology are
widely deployed. In this context, the U.K. Passport Service Trial
(UKPS) [29] in 2005 was the first major usability evaluation,
gathering customer experience data when using fingerprint, face,
and iris recognition systems. More than 10 000 users participated
in this trial with 750 subjects exhibiting some kind of disability.
The outcomes of the UKPS include effectiveness (enrolment and
verification times), efficiency (enrolment and verification success rates), and satisfaction results in addition to several users’
opinions and recommendations. Participants did not consider in
general the level of intrusion as an issue, but the time taken of the
overall experience was rated worse than expected. The analysis
compared results among the three different sample groups: quota
(2000 participants chosen to match the target population), opportunistic (7266 recruited from the area around and within the
trial centers), disabled (750 pan-impairment participants), and
demographic traits, such as age and gender. In general, fingerprint recognition was the preferred modality, but some groups
felt more comfortable with iris recognition. Nevertheless, the
disabled participant group found the iris recognition very challenging. An example of the surveys’ results regarding difficulties
found when interacting with iris recognition is in Fig. 1. This
study also shows demographic (age and gender) difference for
costumer perceptions and reactions.
Sasse in [30] reports the usability results from another ABC
experiment: The BioPII study. Two thousand airport staff members were recruited for this project and asked to use four biometric systems (1 iris, 1 face, and 2 fingerprints recognition based
implementation). Their task was to enroll themselves two times
every day for two months. The users who respected this timing had lower error rates compared to participants who skipped
donation days. This supports the fact that the user experience
(UX) may affect the performance of the whole systems. Moreover, even if at the end of the trial, the users rated their experience
with the systems positive and satisfying, several user interaction
issues emerged. For example, the iris scan was often confused
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Fig. 2.

NIST symbols for “Biometric in use” [31].

with a normal camera to which users have presented the whole
face. The authors argue that in the future, a better interface design could eradicate all these issues.
E. User Acceptance in Biometrics
A key concept in user-biometric system interaction is the degree of trust that users put on the technology. Biometric recognition may sometimes be considered as intrusive, especially some
modalities, such as iris recognition, where donation of samples
maybe seen as unnatural or invasive. A lack of confidence may
derive in biometrics misuses or the technology rejection. Thus,
the topic of user acceptance has been deeply researched in biometric recognition. Traditionally, user acceptance was measured
through surveys and interviews. One element of user interaction
in which researchers have paid more attention is the feedback
provided to users, typically consisting of symbols, images, or
videos. The importance of understandable objective presentation and communication of use can be viewed for the following
two reasons.
1) Biometric recognition is a novelty for many people who
do not know how to use it.
2) In scenarios, such as airports, people from many different
cultures (including different languages and habits) will use
biometrics.
NIST has undertaken a comprehensive set of work with symbols in biometric systems. In one of their first studies [31], a set
of symbol variants was proposed and evaluated in three phases
by interviewing participants that had no background in biometrics. As a result, two symbol variants were considered, with the
recommendation of using one when only fingerprint is in use
[see Fig. 2(a)] and the other when further modalities are being
used [see Fig. 2(b)].
Continuing the NIST work on biometrics symbols, in [32],
they evaluated a set of symbols in six case studies with a total
of 186 participants from United States and four Asian countries to consider also any cultural implications. The set included
20 individual symbols and 4 procedural symbols. Four of them
caused confusion to all the participants from different cultures,
indicating the need for an alternative design, while the remaining symbols showed mixed results and require further studies to
determinate the feasibility of representing the intended meaning.
1) Surveying Biometrics: Surveys and interviews are used
as a common measurement tool of user acceptance. When biometric recognition appeared as an alternative to other security
solutions, a number of surveys gathering user’s opinions were
undertaken.
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One of the first works surveying biometrics was carried out by
Jones et al. in 2007 [33]. Within this paper, preliminary results
of a survey of 135 users regarding biometrics (iris, fingerprint,
signature, voice, hand geometry, and face) and other authentication technologies (passwords, RFID tags, smartcards, digital
certificates, and other tokens) were discussed. Most respondents
were unfamiliar with most of the technologies in question and
expressed uncertainty about their use. Nevertheless, biometrics
was shown to be the most popular means of authentication, followed by passwords, and tokens. The results also show that the
usefulness of individual technologies depends on the context of
use. Participants thought that biometrics would be more useful
than tokens in most of the contexts analyzed (building access,
computer access, hospital, financial transactions, retail store, and
online retail) and more useful than passwords for building accesses, retail stores, and doctor’s offices or hospitals.
Elliot et al., also, in 2007, conducted a survey of 391 individuals on issues relating to biometric technology [34]. Authors
claimed that the results from this survey are in line with previous
surveys, where a relevant percentage of respondents had not previously heard of biometrics. Those who had heard of biometrics
expressed several concerns, including cleanliness of the devices
and safety (with respect to iris and retinal identification).
When biometric recognition started to be used in applications,
such as banking, many research groups carried out surveys and
interviews in order to understand the user’s willingness to interact with biometric systems. In 2009, Tassabehji et al. surveyed
the e-banking security with biometrics, modeling user attitudes,
and acceptance [35]. This study, carried out by an online questionnaire fulfilled by 113 people, revealed that user perceptions
of biometrics security positively influenced their attitude and intention to use biometrics for online banking services. In 2009,
Gunson et al. researched the user acceptance in voice recognition
also for mobile banking with 204 telephone banking customers
[36]. Users found voice recognition based on digits more usable than that based on sentences, and a majority of participants
would prefer to use digits.
In [37], the authors assessed different dialogue designs for
speaker recognition in automated telephone banking. Three
strategies for voiceprint authentication were experienced by
120 participants: One-Factor (speaker recognition based on customers’ eight-digit account number and six-digit sort code);
One-Factor with challenge (a randomly generated digit string);
and Two-Factor (One-Factor plus secret information known only
to the caller). Once the three designs were tested, users were
asked to fill a questionnaire. Participants found the Two-Factor
design the most secure. Results also showed that 88.1% of users
are likely to use voiceprint recognition in banking.
Even when it is not widely implemented, biometric recognition was suggested to be present in automated teller machines
(ATMs) as a convenient solution instead of the current PIN.
Coventry published a study in 2004 about HCI and user acceptance of these self-service systems when being used with
biometrics [38]. The conclusion is the existence of a gap between laboratory and real life. Moreover, the author suggests
that “biometric technologies do not resolve the usability/security
trade off” and that “further research is required to understand the
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relationship and find the balance between security and usability.”
Another study [39] shows the possibility of using fingerprint and
palm vein recognition at the ATM, revealing that only 20% of
the participants would not register to use biometric technologies. Within the study, it is not clear how much of this result is
due to usability issues or underlying negative attitudes toward
biometrics.
More recently, the study of user acceptance in biometrics has
moved to other scenarios, such as mobile devices or Internetbased systems, in line with novel deployment platforms of
new applications using biometric recognition. In 2015, BlancoGonzalo et al. surveyed 589 users before and after using three
fingerprint sensors thought to be embedded in smartphones [40].
Participants were asked about several aspects regarding biometrics in general and fingerprint recognition in particular. Results
show the importance of ergonomics in biometrics and the distrust of a high percentage of users of using biometrics for high
security tasks, such as banking transactions.
Krol et al. published a study about user acceptance and perceived usability of face recognition as a CAPTCHA replacement
[41]. Results show that participants found the face recognition
to be more suitable to use in some service contexts. However,
the experiment also shows the distrust of many users in taking
face pictures and uploading them to an app in Internet.
In 2017, Zimmermann and Geber [42] surveyed the user interaction with different authentication schemes (biometric and
nonbiometric) to understand the users’ perception and preferences. Thirty five participants were enrolled in the experiment
and were asked to authenticate themselves using eight different
technologies (text password, graphical password, gesture recognition, fingerprint recognition, face recognition, iris recognition,
speech recognition, and ear shape recognition). They were provided with a workstation comprising of a Sony VAIO notebook
with fingerprint sensor, two monitors (one connected with the
FaceLAB system able to capture the biometric features, and one
used to provide feedback during the tasks), a microphone, and
video cameras. At the end of the task, users answered questions
about their perception of security within the tested schemes.
The results show that, even if participants were more familiar
with passwords, they preferred mainly biometrics because of its
uniqueness and unforgeability.

F. Accessibility and Biometrics
The use of biometric technologies for common everyday end
uses (especially within mobile scenarios) indicates that technology is not only restricted to high security scenarios anymore. In
order to ensure that technology is easy to use for a wider percentage of the population, accessibility issues need to be considered.
Biometric recognition systems are not commonly designed to
be accessible, focusing more on security rather than usability.
As a result, there are not many works in this area within the
literature. Nevertheless, some research groups have recently focused on increasing the UX in biometrics and various works on
accessibility have arisen.
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One of the first initiatives in the field was the conference Accessible Biometrics in 2005 [43]. The conference’s intention was
to inspire the development of innovative methodologies and solutions that support disabled people in their use of these new
systems, even identifying novel applications to extend the usage
of these technologies. The conference covered an overview of
biometric technologies, an assessment of the market opportunities (and in particular those in the financial sector), usability
issues, testing, and the role of standards.
Among early studies devoted to improving the accessibility
of biometric systems were those carried out by the University of
Surrey [44], [45]. A series of experiments allowed blind users to
take selfies with a small camera guided by audio feedback having
been provided with prior instructions. The findings suggest the
importance of appropriate design of HCI as well as alternative
feedback design based on the audio cue.
Visual disabilities were also studied by NIST within an accessibility test to investigate how users with visual disabilities
interact with fingerprint systems [46]. The study involved ten
participants that performed three different trials where they presented their biometrics to the sensor. Participants were able to
locate the device guided by a tone and using a textured surface to identify the position to properly present their fingerprints. From the study, it resulted that audio tones were effective to localize the scanner, and all, but one participant,
were able to identify the right-hand position using the textured
surface.
Early studies with the elderly started in 2013 when Sasse
et al. published the chapter usable biometrics for an ageing population [47] within the book Age Factors in Biometric Processing
[48]. This work covers opportunities and challenges that ageing
presents for researchers, developers, and operators of biometric systems. One of the important messages of this research is
that the lack of usability and accessibility of current authentication products involves an opportunity to well-designed biometric
recognition systems.
In 2013, Sanchez-Reillo et al. [49] published a biometric
recognition prototype for people with accessibility concerns to
interact with an ATM (by fingerprint and signature). The interface was adapted to the standard EN 301 549 “Accessibility requirements suitable for public procurement of ICT products and
services in Europe” and the fingerprint sensor was connected to
a mobile device via USB. The authors claim that their approach
is generic and easily adaptable to the specific particularities of
disabled people. Further studies have evaluated mobile accessible apps on smartphones when used by people with accessibility
concerns (summarized in [50]). Results show poor fingerprint
performance due to low fingerprints quality (fingerprints erode
with time). On the other hand, signature recognition results are
in the line of the state of the art. Authors claim that signing
was familiar to most of the participants. Through these series of
works, the authors conclude that developing universal accessible
apps is nearly impossible due to the wide range of different existing accessibility issues. Therefore, their findings suggest that
a convenient accessible design must rely on individual subject
characteristics.
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G. User-Biometric System Interaction Assessment

H. New Application Contexts

Only a few works have been carried out to evaluate the interaction between users and biometrics. In parallel to the NIST
research on usability, the HBSI framework was developed by
Kukula and Elliot [51]. The framework enables biometric systems interaction to be labeled and logged by the operator alongside users’ feedback and the biometric system outputs for later
analysis. The HBSI framework’s purpose is to use common
biometrics measurements (sample quality and system performance), ergonomics (physical and cognitive), and usability (efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction) to evaluate the functionality and performance of a biometric system.
In [20], the HBSI model was applied to the use of three
common fingerprint devices. Data were collected from 85 individuals over three visits that accounted for 25 867 user interactions. This experiment validates the HBSI and the new
metrics derived from the FTA analysis. Thus, the HBSI metrics show that incorrect interactions are less in index and middle fingers than for ring and little. Further work has analyzed
other modalities, such as hand geometry [52]. In this work, the
authors mapped the HBSI metrics for hand geometry interactions and performed an experiment to validate the model. Outcomes of that research showed that there are differences across
the different training methodologies at the enrolment stage and
verification stage: The group who has seen a demonstration
performed slightly better than the group who has watched a
video.
The HBSI framework was also applied in further scenarios,
such as in automated border control (ABC) gates in [53]. The
authors divided the process in two parts (named models): A
generic model used to define the enrolment and the verification; and then an identity claim process, which analyzed every
step of the verification. Then, they utilized the HBSI framework to assess the user interaction with the system. A total
of 440 users participated in the experiment, interacting with
an ABC system at an airport departure gate. During the first
phase, passengers entered their electronic passport into a standalone kiosk and received the boarding pass. Then, in the second
phase, passengers inserted the boarding pass into a gate reader
and after that a biometric face verification subsystem matched
the users’ live photo with the picture read from their passports.
A total of 30.96% of interactions were affected by user interaction errors, meaning that 139 users did not understand completely what to do or were distracted during interaction. This
fact allowed the authors to conclude that user behavior is a
predominant factor for the performance of ABC systems. They
suggested applying the HBSI framework during the evaluation
of these processes to understand how to reduce errors and improve the usability and the performance of the entire control
system.
More recently, the HBSI model has been expanded to include other types of presentations, including false claims, attacks, and token interactions. These types of interactions have
been brought together to complete the full HBSI model, allowing a full categorization of an interaction for any identity claim
scenario.

The papers mentioned in this section are a clear example of
how biometrics can be applied to support infrastructures and
society. In the last decade, the evolution of technology has allowed the application of biometrics in different environments
(e.g., e-border, e-health, e-coaching, e-voting). Several European projects: BODEGA (proactive enhancement of human performance in border control) [54], FastPass (improve security and
efficiency in border checks) [55], FIDELITY (ensure e-Passport
privacy, security and usability), [56] and SMILE (smart mobility at the European land borders) [57] have assessed the HCI
of biometric-based ABC systems. Other researchers are studying how biometrics can increase user acceptance and trust in evoting contexts [58]. Privacy issues related to e-health are also
widely investigated [59].
All the works cited are characterized by a human-centric perspective in which the needs and the security of the user are
the end goal. This means enhancing usability and, at the same
time, guaranteeing users’ privacy. User acceptance and privacy
issues behind the new applications may represent the future challenges in biometric HCI research. For example, nowadays biometric applications are moving from a server-centric model to
a user-centric one and therefore, it will be necessary to study
the changes in terms of security and in user trust and/or user
resistance. Additionally, more and more biometric systems are
applied in the public surveillance. Thus, it has become necessary to include new trends like the ambient intelligence [60] and
affective computing [61] in biometric-based HCI. By proposing biometric systems that ensure high security levels, it will
be possible increase the user trust and apply biometrics in different contexts. This can make biometric applications notable
even in private contexts, such as private access control systems
or private e-payments.
III. MOBILE BIOMETRIC PLATFORM INTERACTION
With biometric recognition established in across numerous
mobile contexts (smartphones, tablets, wearables, etc.) a series
of user interaction studies have been carried out. This section
summarizes the main works on biometric interaction on mobile
devices.
A. Challenges
The deployment of biometrics on mobile devices as a convenient solution for guaranteeing security in low-risk interactions (e.g., unlocking devices or small-scale payments) motivated a series of new challenges to user-system interaction. In
[62], Sanchez-Reillo et al. describe these challenges and propose
strategies to overcome them. One example is the lack of computational power of mobile devices that, with the progression of
technology, is starting to be solved. A similar observation can
be made for the internal memory needed to store the biometric
templates on the devices. The algorithm of the system should
be suitable for any kind of mobile device, smartphone, or tablet,
and these can differ for shape, dimension, and operating system supported. The capturing sensors, such as microphone or
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fingerprint sensor might be placed in different positions, touchscreens might have different dimensions and sensitiveness, cameras may have different resolutions depending on the model of
the device, etc. There is no control in the way the user interacts
with the device, also as to where the interaction will happen,
making the surrounding environment an important variable to
take into consideration.
The main challenges for mobile systems interaction between
the user and the device are the time spent in the interaction (the
longer the higher probability of users’ rejection), ergonomics
(e.g., devices’ size or use of stylus), and the user acceptance
of the technology: Are users willing to use biometrics in their
mobile devices?
B. Ergonomics in Mobile Biometrics
Ergonomics in mobile biometrics are related to the shape of
the devices, how users handle those devices and where is the
biometric (or nonbiometric-specific) sensor. In works carried
out by UC3M [63], [64], users were required to use handwritten
signature recognition in mobile devices within the most common scenarios. The authors found a high correlation between
devices and scenarios. Thus, light and small devices achieved
better usability results (efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction) in those scenarios where users hold the device in their
hands. Subjects may have a different interaction depending on
the dimensions of the device they are using. Blanco-Gonzalo
et al. [64] focused on the online signature, asking participants to
interact with four different types of device: A tablet, a smartphone, a tablet-PC, and a digitizer. Efficiency, effectiveness,
learnability, and satisfaction were analyzed through three sessions; with a week in between; 20 users were asked to sign using
the four different devices in five different scenarios representing
the most common situations that might occur in real life. A big
decrease in error rates and time was noticed between the first and
the second session, but not between the second and the third one,
meaning that by that time, participants obtained habituation to
the system. This observation makes it clear that training is really
important to reach better performance. The results demonstrate
that the preferred devices were the digitizer with the stylus and
the tablet with the fingertip, even though these do not correspond
to the best performance.
Not only can the dimension of the device influence the usersystem interaction, but also a reduction in size of the capturing
sensors. The authors in [65] study the impact that a small fingerprint scanner can have on the quality and the performance of the
biometric system. A database of more than 1 80 000 fingerprint
images was collected for this purpose, involving the contribution
from 589 participants. The performance was analyzed using a
publicly available and a commercial algorithm in two different
scenarios. The first scenario compared cropped images obtained
from enrolment and authentication using the same small sensor
implemented on the mobile device. The second scenario used
full-size images obtained from enrolment with a larger external
sensor and compared them with cropped images from the mobile
device sensor. The results from the study showed that failures to
enroll (FTE) and FAR rates increase for image of smaller size,
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and the quality of the cropped images deteriorate. The impact
of using small sensors on mobile devices can be reduced using a large external scanner for the enrolment. Comparison with
full-size reference images did not impact time and rates.
With the aim of creating an authentication system that allowed
users to store secure identities within their smartphone, the EU
cofounded the Private Identity as a Service (PIDaas) project [66].
In 2016, Miguel-Hurtado et al. [67], [68] conducted two studies to evaluate the human interaction with the main voice user
interface for the PIDaaS platform, the PIDaaS mobile application (PMA), through the application of the HBSI framework.
The study aimed to assess the PMA in common scenarios. So,
the authors recreated a typical working scenario comprising a
desk, a chair, a computer, and a smartphone (iPhone 5S). The
participants were asked to register on the PIDaaS platform and
then to record their voice template through the PMA. They also
were video recorded during the whole experiment by two video
cameras and two web cameras. The results obtained allowed an
analysis of usability in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, and
satisfaction. There was an interaction time and error decrease
between sessions 1 and 2, but no such decrease was noticed
between the second and the third session. Regarding satisfaction, participants positively evaluated the PMA and the voice
authentication system.
C. User Acceptance of Mobile Biometrics
The perception of users of biometric recognition in mobile
devices is really important as those who do not feel confident
using it will opt for other technologies (e.g., PIN or patterns).
Fear of forgeries or distrust in the smartphones’ security is a
common reason for rejecting the use of biometric recognition.
First user acceptance experiments analyzed preferences between the use of the PIN against the use of biometrics and the use
of different biometric modalities on the mobile device. Trewin
et al. applied the well-known system usability scale (SuS) in
2012 within a usability evaluation of three authentication modalities: Voice, face, and gesture as well as password entry using
a mobile device [69]. SuS scores revealed preferences for passwords (78%), gestures (77%), and face recognition (75%). The
combination of two biometric modalities were disliked by the
participants, had higher FTA and lower performance. Therefore,
it did not result in good user acceptance.
In 2015, Bhagavatula et al. published findings on user acceptance using iOS (fingerprint) and Android (face) biometrics
authentication [70]. A survey about perception of biometrics and
ease of use (Android and iOS PIN/Android face and iOS fingerprint) under different lighting conditions, ergonomics (sitting
and walking), and other factors, was completed by 198 participants. The authors reached several conclusions, such as most
of the participants preferred fingerprint unlock over face unlock
or a PIN. Most of the users also perceived fingerprint unlock as
more secure and convenient than a PIN.
The interaction that users have with mobile biometric platforms is the main factor that influences the decision to adopt
biometrics as a security method. In [71], De Luca et al. conducted an online survey to understand the reasons for using (or
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not using) biometric systems on mobile devices. The survey focused only on users from Apple’s Touch ID and Android’s Face
Unlock, because they represent the most common systems at the
time of the study. Three hundred and eighty three responses were
collected from different categories of users: Current users, former users, and nonusers. Results show that usability has bigger
influence on users than privacy and security.
The research in [72] analyzed the risk perception and behavior
that users have on the interaction with security mechanisms on
mobile devices. Data were collected through an online survey
with 260 participants and a field study with 52 participants. From
this study, it was found that users spend up to 9% of total usage
time to unlock the device, and that protecting the access to the
device is considered unnecessary in 24.1% of the cases. Also,
shoulder surfing was not wholly perceived as a concern by 64.9%
of the participants.
Mainly, smartphones are thought as personal objects, but in
real life, there are common situations where the main user needs
to share a device with other people. In this case, there is the risk of
loss or exposure of sensitive personal data stored in the mobile
device. The authors of the study [73] conducted an interview
with 12 smartphone users. On average, participants declared that
they shared their device with 6.7 different guest users, including
partners (11% of the 80 total subjects assessed), family members
(35%), work colleagues (19%), acquaintance or strangers (19%),
and friends (16%).
Cultural differences also motivate different opinions about the
use of biometrics on mobile devices. In the study conducted in
[74], the authors demonstrated that there are differences across
countries toward smartphone unlocking behavior. The study presented the results from 8286 responses of an online survey conducted in eight countries: Australia, Canada, Germany, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands, United Kingdom, and United States. Participants were asked to give their opinion on smartphone lock
mechanism and their perception of sensitivity of data stored on
their devices. The non-U.S. countries were between 31% and
76% more likely than Americans to have a security mechanism
on their smartphone. Japan and, to a lesser extent, Italian respondents consider the sensibility of the content in their smartphones
much more than other countries. The study underlines that cultural sensitivity to perception and security mechanism adoption
should be taken into consideration when designing authentication systems for smartphones.
Holz and Bentley [75] conducted an interview study about
the use of on-demand biometrics authentication. They created
a login system for a webpage using fingerprint recognition on
smartphones. Users entered their name, received the authentication request on their smartphone, and presented their fingerprint, completing the login in the browser. To evaluate the
user interaction and acceptance, the authors recruited 12 participants, with different ethnic backgrounds and occupations, all of
whom had been using the fingerprint sensor on their iPhone and
were regular Yahoo Mail users. At the end of the tasks, participants were interviewed about how they found the system during
the experiment. Analyzing the answers, most users appreciated
not having to remember a password and claimed using biometrics authentication increased their sense of security. Everyone
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completed the tests in a short time and satisfaction results were
high. The authors point out that on-demand biometrics could be
an alternative to current two-step verification systems.

D. Continuous Authentication and Wearables
Traditionally, the protection of a mobile device consists of
requiring the authentication of the user only at the beginning
of the interaction, and not during subsequent usage. To prevent
unauthorized usage of mobile devices, the user may be continuously reauthenticated by the system, but this action needs
to be unobtrusive so that the user’s interaction is not interrupted. Behavioral characteristics can be used for continuous
authentication. The system creates a behavior profile of the user
and can detect suspicious activities when they differ from user
normality.
As modern smartphones and tablets have many sensors, there
are considerable amount of data that can be collected and used
for continuous authentication and can also be combined with
security systems conventionally used to enhance their accuracy.
Different behavior characteristics can also be combined. The
method proposed by authors considers a combination of behavioral features, including hand movements, orientation, and
grasp. Hundred participants took part in the experiment where
they were asked to answer three questions typing at least 250
characters on a smartphone. The experiment analyzed eight sessions under two different conditions: four required typing while
sitting and four while walking. There was more accuracy, while
the users were walking instead of standing.
The use of continuous authentication can bring many limitations: Accuracy can require high energy consumption and often
a long training time. In [76], the authors analyzed the challenges
of keystroke dynamics on mobile devices. The experiment required the completion of three tasks using an app during a session
that lasted an hour. There were two sessions in total with a gap
of at least a week in between. The results showed that the use of
a probabilistic framework considering different hand postures
reduced the equal error rate by 23.2% compared to the training
of a single model on data from all postures, which were 1) holding the device in the right hand, touching with the right thumb,
2) holding it in both hands, touching with both thumbs, and 3)
holding it in the left hand, touching with the right index finger.
Security systems conventionally use PIN or pattern, which
can be considered explicit authentication methods. It is possible to combine explicit verification with implicit behavioral
features, such as pressure or area of the fingertip. The study
in [77] compared PIN and pattern based behavioral authentication mechanisms asking the participation of 15 volunteers.
Participants were asked to use a smartphone in two sessions
and a tablet in the third one. In each session, they had to perform four different types of actions: A simple pattern, a complex
pattern, a simple PIN, and a complex PIN. Behavioral biometric features were extracted from each operation using two different techniques: An adapted histogram method and dynamic
time warping (DTW). The results showed that PIN-based behavioral authentication can achieve the same level of accuracy of
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TABLE I
STANDARDS IN BIOMETRIC INTERACTION ASSESSMENT

pattern-based methods, and the proposed histogram technique
produced more consistent results than the DTW.

time of tasks, error rates, and the user satisfaction. For this reason, they could be used in the biometric interaction evaluation
as shown in [85].

IV. STANDARDS IN BIOMETRIC INTERACTION ASSESSMENT
Although the biometric community has acknowledged the importance of the interaction between users and biometrics and
its assessment, historically, it has not been much standardization activity with this respect. However, as it has been detailed
in previous sections, the research on biometrics HCI is getting
stronger and several research groups have shown interest to work
on standardization in order to achieve a common ground for
the biometric interaction assessment. This common ground will
enable more research on this area and the possibility of reach
interoperability among results.
The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the
main standards that are applied in the biometric system interaction assessment (see Table I). In the first part, we present the
general standards on usability and on HCI evaluations. Finally,
in the second part, we list all the biometric-specific directives
provided by the current standardization.
A. General Usability Standards
Most of the research work undertaken on biometrics interaction assessment references the multipart standard ISO 9241
“Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display
terminals (VDTs)” [78]. This standard appeared in the 1980s.
From 2006, the ISO 9421 family was renamed as “Ergonomics
of human-system interaction” in order to reflect its bigger and
broader potential use.
Within the ISO 9241, it is worth mention the part 210
“Human-centered design for interactive systems” [79]. This
part is focused specifically on making systems usable: The
human-centered design provides a guideline to identify and document all the relevant usability information, enabling its later
evaluation.
Usability has also been defined through the ISO / IEC TR
25060 Common Industrial Format (CIF) for Usability—General
Framework [80]. This is series of standards that specify the context of use (ISO/IEC 25063 [81]), the user needs (ISO/IEC 25064
[82]), and required specification (ISO / FDIS 25065 [83]), and
how to report the evaluation (ISO/IEC 25066:2016 [84]). This
family of standards provides useful directives to measure the

B. Usability Within ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 Biometrics
ISO/IEC JTC1 SC37 Biometrics acknowledged the need of
bringing biometric usability facets to the biometric standardization community. Usability is mentioned on different ISO/IEC
JTC1 SC37 biometric standards as a key factor for biometric
implementations, but its analysis has not been thoroughly analyzed and standardized as yet. Most of the usability standardization work has been undertaken within SC37/Working Group
(WG) 4 “Technical Implementation of Biometric Systems” and
WG 6 “Cross-Jurisdictional and Societal Aspects”. In SC37/WG
4, usability has been highlighted as one of the key factors to be
considered while planning the implementation of biometric systems in the following standards.
The ISO/IEC Technical Report (TR) 29196:2015 “Guidance
for Biometric Enrolment” [86] again points out the usability as a
key factor for planning an enrolment within a biometric system
implementation [79]. Within biometric enrolment processes, this
technical report proposes the following:
1) the sample quality as one of the aspects of system’s effectiveness;
2) enrollment time and errors to measure efficiency;
3) users’ satisfaction related to “user attitudes, perceptions,
feelings, and opinions regarding the system.”
ISO/IEC TR 30125:2016 “Biometrics used with mobile devices” [87] provides guidelines for the correct implementation
of biometric authentication mechanisms within mobile device
applications. It identifies three major issues when considering
mobile biometrics with commercial devices: The uncontrolled
nature of the capture environment, the data security implications, and the need of ensure “best practices” and consistent
“look and feel” for user among different applications and devices. Based on these ideas, it states that mobile devices can
be used in a whole range of situations and positions by a wide
range of possible users. This technical report provides advice
for obtaining performance in usability evaluations, although it
does not detail any specific methodology. At the same time,
SC37 WG 6 also addresses the usability in the standard ISO/IEC
TR 24714-1:2008 “Jurisdictional and societal considerations for
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commercial applications—Part 1: General guidance” [88] providing guidelines for the implementation of biometric systems
regarding three major areas: 1) jurisdictional issues related to
user’s privacy and personal data protection, 2) accessibility, and
3) health and safety issues.
Alongside these three major areas, this standard also highlights usability as a key factor for ensuring optimal biometric
system performance. At the same time, it provides guidelines
for usability issues related to the physical environment where
the biometric system operates, such as climate, contamination,
location, and position. It also stresses the importance of training and guiding the users and highlights the need of easy-to-use
capture devices and processes.
1) Addressing User Feedback. Icons and Symbols: The
ISO/IEC 24779 multipart standard [89] intends to provide a
standard family of visual icons and/or symbols for being used at
biometric systems. These icons and symbols were designed to
assist and guide subjects to get prepared for a specific biometric
modality, type of sensor, and guide them for present appropriately the biometric sample. In Part 1 [89], modality independent icons/symbols are provided for aiding human interaction
with biometric capture devices. For specific biometric modalities, Part 5 [90] (Face applications) is under development. Part
4 [91] (fingerprint applications) and Part 9 [92] (Vascular applications) have already been published. Additional biometric
modalities (following the part numbers of ISO/IEC 19794 series [93]) are expected to be developed.
Alongside SC37/WG6, NIST performed several usability
studies in order to evaluate user’s interpretation and comprehension of this set of symbols with cross-cultural implications
[33], [94]. These studies were split in two phases. Phase 1 was
based on one-by-one interview with participants collecting their
interpretation of different biometric symbols. Part 2 was a participant matching exercise for meaning and symbols. Based on
those studies, the most promising symbols in terms of interpretation and less cross-cultural issues were selected and included
in U.S. National Body contributions to this multipart standard
[95].
2) Metrics to Assess Usability: Finally, in WG 5 “Biometric
Performance Testing and Reporting” can be found as a standard
which suggests metrics to assess the human interaction influence in biometrics’ performance. The ISO/IEC TR (Technical
Report) 29156:2015 “Guidance for specifying performance requirements to meet security and usability needs in applications
using biometrics” [96]. This TR describes security and usability
tradeoffs of biometrics authentication systems compared with
other common authentication mechanisms, such as those based
on tokens or passwords (covering the three classes of factor authentication: knowledge, possession or personal-characteristics
based). It also addresses the use of biometric authentication
systems in combination with other authentication mechanisms
(multi-factor authentication) to meet security and usability
requirements.
In addition, the ISO/IEC 29156:2015 mentions technical,
human, and procedural vulnerabilities that can undermine the
integrity of the authentication result. It also describes different performance parameters for usability for the three different
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classes of authentications (knowledge, possession, or personalcharacteristics based). Specifically, it highlights the importance
of FTE which could be linked with accessibility/usability issues, FTA, which could be linked with poor performing sensors
or human/procedures factors, throughout times, FRR, and ergonomic considerations. It states that all the different authentication mechanisms have their own strengths and vulnerabilities
and suggests that the use of multifactor authentication mechanisms can mitigate some vulnerabilities and improve the overall
solution strengths.
More recently, SC37 experts have acknowledged the lack of
a standardized methodology for evaluating the effects of the
user interaction in the biometric systems’ performance. Thus,
the project ISO/IEC 21472 “Scenario evaluation methodology
for user interaction influence in biometric system performance”
[97], within the ISO/IEC SC37 WG5, intends to provide a
methodology to assess the impact of three kinds of factors (human, biometric systems, and their interaction) on the performance of biometric systems. ISO/IEC 21472 is based on the
methodology stated within ISO/IEC 19795 [98] for biometric
performance testing and reporting.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
Advances in biometric recognition systems, not only in terms
of system performance, but also in the user interaction with the
technology, involved the increase of its use. Moreover, biometrics convenient features (e.g., universality, uniqueness, or permanence) have motivated its application in several contexts and
not only in forensics scenarios. In order to continue the biometrics integration smoothly, further testing must be carried out to
meet user’s requirements.
Many of the current works on biometrics interaction started
with the NIST directives and guidelines. Furthermore, NIST
contributions to standards have been very relevant from the early
studies. Further researching groups also started to make significant contributions in this area, highlighting the importance of
the user interaction in biometrics.
According to the variety of biometric recognition uses in mobile devices, this integration has been successful (face, voice,
handwritten signature, or fingerprint recognition are some examples). Emergent modalities, a priori convenient for mobile
scenarios (gait, mobile keystroke, gestures, etc.), are currently
under early stages and may be deeply studied in user interaction
terms. Then, users and developers could identify their convenience. In any case, as long as mobile devices are progressing
and being improved, interaction factors change accordingly, requiring new testing methodologies. Moreover, market tendencies show a growing interest of companies in integrate biometrics
in their mobile business [99], [100].
The future of the user interaction in biometrics goes along
with technology trends. Biometric recognition is moving now
to smart environments, where systems tend to be transparent for
users. Mobile biometrics, soft biometrics, and wearables (sometimes altogether) are rising as the most promising topics in the
field. With the plethora of sensors within smart devices that may
be used for biometric authentication testing interaction in across
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scenarios and modalities is required to make new biometrics
usable and convenient for users. Experience and support from
usability-related groups, such as NIST visualization and usability group will be essential to drive the future of user-system
interaction research in new biometric systems.
The use of biometric recognition in the access control systems and in banking (ATM or smartphone apps) is bringing also
the attention of the public. Future research in biometrics should
be focused then on guaranteeing the usability in those scenarios where the security extent needs to be high and may bring
usability issues.
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